INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP
UNIVERSITY OF COLOGNE

HUSSELR'S PHENOMENOLOGY OF
PHANTASY AND EMOTIONS

The curing of phantasy and foolishness. Credit: Wellcome Collection. CC BY

Invited Speakers
Luz Ascárate (Paris)
Sonali Chunodkar (Pune)
Bernhard M. Geissler (Graz)
Di Huang (Leuven)
Francesco Pisano (Florence)
Jing Shang (Paris)
Ion Tanasescu (Bucharest)
Tom Poljansek (Göttingen)
Ying-Chien Yang (Cologne)

Saulius Geniusas (Hong Kong)
Dieter Lohmar (Cologne)
Regina-Nino Mion (Tallinn)
Claudio Rozzoni (Lisbon)
Michela Summa (Würzburg)

Registration
If you want to attend the workshop, please write an email to Marco Cavallaro [marco.cavallaro@uni-koeln.de] and Rodrigo Sandoval [rosandoval@uahurtado.cl]

Dates
18th July, 14:00 - 18:30
19th July, 10:00 - 18:30

Venue
Room 3.A06 'Skyfall'
a.r.t.e.s. Graduate School for the Humanities Cologne
Aachener Str. 217, 50931 Köln, 3rd floor

Workshop organized by
Thiemo Breyer, Marco Cavallaro and Rodrigo Y. Sandoval
Funded by the DFG [German Research Foundation]
Project number 5744011 - SFB 806